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Abstract. Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEA) have been studied extensively under

laboratory conditions where they have shown promising performance. However, in
practical applications, they have not achieved their full potential. Here the results of
detailed analytical and experimental studies of the failure modes and performance
boundaries of DEAs are codified into design principles for these actuators. Analysis
shows that the performance of DEAs made with highly viscoelastic is governed by
four key mechanisms: pull-in failure, dielectric strength failure, viscoelasticity and
current leakage. A design map showing the effect of these four mechanisms on
performance under varying working conditions is proposed. This study shows that
the viscous nature of DEA is very important in their performance/reliability tradeoffs. A proper balance of performance and reliability is key to successful design of
DEAs.
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1. Introduction
Dielectric Elastomer Actuators (DEA) have been proposed as a potentially important component for
robotic and mechatronic devices. These actuators have shown good laboratory performance and are
inexpensive [1,2]. They are lightweight, simple, have large displacements and good force capabilities

[3,4,5,6,7]. Possible applications of DEAs vary from medical devices to space robotics [8,9,10,11]. Fig. 1
shows a diamond actuator with its frames and actuating films as well as a prototype performing extension
strains of 100%.
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Fig. 1: Assembly and prototype of diamond shaped actuators.

Early assessments of ideal DEA performance based on 3M’s VHB 4905/4910 elastomer films, a
common material used in DEAs, suggested extensions of up to 3 times their initial length [5], bulk material
force-to-weight ratio of 1000:1 [5], and bulk material specific energy densities of 3-4 J/g [4]. However,
experiments have shown “infant mortalities”1 of about 30%, shelf lives of a few weeks, and most importantly,
erratic and not well understood failures during operation [10,11]. DEAs have generally been pictured as being
elastic materials with excellent (almost perfect) electrical isolation properties. This conceptual representation
does not anticipate the above problems. This suggests that the fundamental mechanisms of DEAs behavior
were not completely understood. This paper explains how the key performance mechanisms and failure
modes of DEAs influence their design space.
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Immediate failure upon first voltage application.
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1.1. Background
The majority of DEA research have explored new actuator shapes and potential applications
[4,5,6,7,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17]. Some models of the mechanics of DEA behavior have been proposed. In
particular, a failure mode called pull-in2 has been studied. Various modeling approaches were use such as
linear (Hookean) models [18,19,20] and hyper-elastic continuum mechanics ones [24]. These studies
explained the basics of pull-in failure but did not explain the erratic failures encountered in practical actuators.
Viscoelasticity is another mechanism that plays a significant role in the performance of DEAs.
Frequency response experiments of DEAs have shown significant displacement attenuation with increasing
frequency or stretch rate, with up to 90% attenuation at 10Hz [21,22]. Viscoelastic models have been
developed for DEA materials [23,24,25]. However, their application to the quantitative analysis of
viscoelasticity’s role in DEAs performance under load has not been done.
Another important physical mechanism affecting DEAs performance is electrical current leaking through
the film. These currents have an important impact on actuator efficiency. Their presence have only been
briefly considered in past researches [10,11,18,19].
1.2. Objective
Recent fundamental studies have made important progress in understanding the failure modes and
performance limits of DEAs [26,27,28]. The objective of this paper is to first review these results and then
show how they influence the design of DEAs. It is shown here that four key properties, pull-in failure,
dielectric strength failure, viscoelasticity, and current leakage, govern the design of DEAs. The conditions
leading to failures of DEAs (material strength, dielectric strength, and pull-in) have been identified [27].
Analytical model results shows that practical actuators operating under work loads have failure modes that
varies depending on stretch rate. At high stretch rates, dielectric strength is the dominant mode of failure and
large extensions are possible. At low stretch rates, pull-in is the dominant mode of failure and limits extension
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to low values. Experimental studies have shown that viscoelasticity and current leakage are the governing
mechanisms for power and efficiency [28].
In this paper, the effect of these four key properties on DEA design and operation is discussed. A map of
the design space is proposed that quantitatively highlights the most relevant performance and reliability tradeoffs of DEAs. Possible applications of DEAs are proposed and their performance is compared to conventional
voice coil actuators.
2. Failure modes
Here an analytical model of DEA is presented (for more details, see references [26,27]). Failure criteria
are formulated and the model is used to predict failure under various conditions of speeds and working loads.
Predictions are compared with experimental results. The analysis does not include localized effects such as
voids, inclusions, mechanical stress concentration, electric field concentration, and time dependant failures
such as creep or fatigue [10,26].
2.1. Analytical model
Consider the system of a small conductive circle coated in the center of a large pre-stretched film as
shown in Fig. 2. Under Maxwell pressure, the expanding circle’s radius increases from its pre-stretched value,
r pre ,

to its actuated value, ract . The film deformation of such devices occurs far away from the film’s rigid

ring ( rrig > ract ) and local failures due to the film bonding interface are minimized, putting emphasis on
fundamental basic material failure modes. However, these devices are not actuators because they cannot
provide external working loads. The effect of actuator load is considered by imposing an artificial loading
stress.

2

A pull-in failure occurs when the Maxwell pressure becomes greater than the film’s compressive stress. This leads to an unstable compression of the
elastomer material and catastrophic failure ultimately caused by a dielectric strength or material strength failure.
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Fig. 2: Expanding circle.

The film is modeled as a hyper-elastic material. The viscoelasticity is modeled by defining different
elastic material models at different stretch rates. Hence, all deformations are assumed to occur at constant
stretch rates. This strategy is more tractable and reliable than models where stretch rate is a variable.
The deformation of the active region (expanding circle) is illustrated in Fig. 3. The deformation is
decomposed into two consecutive deformations: the pre-stretch deformation required to avoid film buckling
and the actuation deformation. The dimensions in the reference configuration (prior to pre-stretch) are
expressed in the R, Θ, Z system. The dimensions in the pre-stretched and actuated dimensions are expressed in
the r , θ , z coordinates. The pre-stretch deformation is due to the stretching of the film prior to actuation. It
consists of imposed biaxial or equibiaxial deformations that produce principal stresses3 in the pre-stretched
configuration, σ1, pre ,σ 2, pre ,σ 3, pre ,. The pre-stretched configuration is then perturbed by the equivalent Maxwell
pressure, P , resulting from voltage application. The film further deforms and the stresses in the actuated
configuration reach a new equilibrium to σ1, act ,σ 2,act ,σ 3,act .
The Maxwell stresses are expressed by an equivalent Maxwell pressure, P , given in references [19,34]:

 V
P = −ε d ε 0 
 uact

3





2

(1)

The stresses are “true” stresses or Cauchy stresses and are expressed in the deformed configuration: σ = F Adeformed .
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where ε 0 is the free-space permittivity (8.85x10-12 F/m), ε d is the material’s dielectric constant, V is the
voltage applied across the electrodes, and u act is the actuated film thickness.
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Fig. 3: The deformations and stresses of the active region.

The objective of the model is to find the actuation stretches, λi, act , for any given voltage, V , mechanical
pre-stretch, λi, pre , stretch rate of the uniaxial test used to define the elastomer constitutive model, λ&UNI , and
working load, σ load :

λi , act = f (V , λi , pre , λ&UNI , σ load )

i = 1,2,3

(2)

The actuation stretch, λ1, act , is reached when the equivalent Maxwell pressure, P , of Eq. (1) is in
equilibrium with the film’s axial stress:

P (V , λ1, pre , λ1, act ) = σ 3, act (λ1, pre , λ1, act , σ load )

(3)

The axial stress, σ 3, act , is found from a stress/stretch model based on Ogden’s formulation [29,30] given
by:

σ 3,act = σ 1,act − µ1 (λ1,tot )α1 − µ 2 (λ1,tot )α 2 + µ1 (λ3,tot )α1 + µ 2 (λ3,tot )α 2

(4)

The film planar stress, σ 1, act , of Eq. (4) has two components: 1) the stress due to the deformation of the
film’s passive region, σ passive

region ,

and 2), the stress of the working load, σ load , such that:
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σ 1, act = σ passive

region

− σ load . The passive region stress is found from an elaborate finite difference model

beyond the scope of this paper [26,27]. The load stress is estimated from practical diamond actuators as
shown in Fig. 1. The parameters used in this paper are: a single 1.5 mm layer of 3M’s VHB 4905/4910
elastomer, pre-stretches of λ1, pre xλ2, pre = 5x2.2 for a pre-stretched area expansion of 11, a closed diamond
major axis of 107 mm, an operating voltage of 10 kV, and maximum linear strains of 150%. Many polymer
film materials were studied in the past 10 years. The material giving the best performance is 3M’s VHB
4905/4910 [18,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39]. Hence, this paper focuses on VHB 4905/4910. The load stress is
given by the following empirical relation (units of MPa) [26]:

σ load = [0.14 + 0.56(λ1,act − 1)] ∆F

(5)

where ∆F ~1.75 N at low stretch rates ( λ&UNI =3.3x10-4 s-1) and ~0.875 N at high stretch rates
( λ&UNI =0.094 s-1). ∆F is the mean force difference between the ON and OFF curves of a complete actuation
cycle (as shown later in Fig. 7).
2.2. Failure criteria:
2.2.1. Material strength failure: It is assumed that material strength failure occurs when folded polymer
chains are straightened beyond their unfolded length. This kind of failure is thus primarily a function of
stretch. Failure takes place when the film area expansion is higher than the film’s experimentally determined
limit of 36 [23,40]:
λ12,tot > 36

(6)

2.2.2. Dielectric strength failure: Dielectric failure is predicted from an empirical breakdown voltage vs. total
stretch curve obtained for rigid (non-deforming) electrodes. The maximum actuation stretch is obtained when
the model’s electric field is higher than the experimental dielectric strength:
E > E EXP (λ1,tot )

(7)
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2.2.3. Pull-in instability failure: Pull-in instability appears when the equilibrium condition of Eq. (3) cannot
be reached and the film collapses into highly complex 3D wrinkling patterns leading to failure from either
dielectric or material breakdown. A simplified one-dimensional model capable of predicting the onset of pullσ
in instability is found by analyzing the equilibrium between the opposing stresses, P and 3, act , obtained

respectively from Eqs. (1) and (4). The ultimate actuation stretch before pull-in is at the last stable intersection
σ
between the Maxwell pressure, P , and the film’s axial stress, 3, act .

2.3. Model predictions and experimental verification
The above model and failure criteria were used to predict the failure of expanding circles for various film
pre-stretches, at low and high stretch rates with working loads. Predictions were made for two different
stretch rates, respectively called low and high stretch rates and corresponding to λ&UNI =3.3x10-4 s-1 and 0.094
s-1. The high stretch rate of λ&UNI =0.094 s-1 is typical of many DEA applications, while the low stretch rate of
-4 -1

λ&UNI =3.3x10 s is the equilibrium rate where viscoelastic effects are negligible.

Analytical model predictions are compared with experimental data of 10 identical diamond actuators (see
Fig. 1). The samples were first tested at high stretch rates, with no failures. The same samples were then
tested at low stretch rates and all 10 failed. The data is presented in Fig. 4. The average linear strain at failure
was 30% (or equivalently, an area expansion of 1.28) with a lowest value of 6% (or equivalently, an area
expansion of 1.05). The predictions corroborate well with the data. The figure also show that a pre-stretch
area expansion of about 11 is optimum for actuators operating at high stretch rates.
The differences between low- and high- stretch rate failure predictions show the fundamental role of
viscoelasticity on actuator failure. Viscoelasticity significantly affects the amount of viscous impedance at
high stretch rates. These viscous forces “stiffen” the film and protect it from pull-in failures, with dielectric
strength governing failure. In contrast, low stretch rates generate less viscous impedance and pull-in failures
dominate.
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Fig. 4: Failure analytical predictions for low and high stretch rate with loading stress.

3. Performance of DEAs

The performance of diamond actuators (see Fig. 1) was studied over a range of actuation velocities and
strokes in a test called work cycle. These cycles consisted of opening and closing actuators under imposed,
constant, velocities [26]. In these tests, the elastic bands used to preload the film are not used since these
conservative elements (in first approximation) have no net work production over a complete cycle. A 10 kV
voltage was applied during actuator opening only. Actuator force and current were measured during actuator
opening and closing.
3.1. Experimental observations
The measured force/stroke profiles lead to the actuator work output map shown in Fig. 5. The work
output is the mechanical energy outputted for a given cycle and is defined by the closed integral of actuator
force, F , on actuator stroke, ds :

WO =

∫ Fds

(8)

cycle

As shown in Fig. 5, maximum work output is located at the lowest speed (low stretch rates) and highest
extensions. These conditions lie exactly in the pull-in failure domain. Hence, optimal work output
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performance cannot be obtained without sacrificing actuator life, and the design of DEAs therefore implies
fundamental reliability/performance trade-offs.
An actuator efficiency map is shown in Fig. 6. Actuator cycle efficiency is defined by the ratio of the
cycle’s energy output over its energy input:

η=

WO
WI

(9)

The energy output, WO , is Eq. (8). The energy input, WI , must account, not only for the supplied
electrical energy, but also for the mechanical energy supplied by the testing apparatus to fight the viscous
impedance in order to maintain constant velocities:

WI = ∫ Vidt + ∫ ∆FV ds

(10)

where V is the voltage, i is the current, and ∆FV is the viscous impedance force. The viscous
impedance force is estimated by comparing force measurements against the equilibrium value taken at very
low velocity where viscous forces are negligible.
The efficiency map of Fig. 6 appears like a folded curtain and present a peak of about 12 %. The figure
shows clearly the fundamental effects of viscoelasticity and current leakage. At high speeds, efficiency is
limited by viscoelasticity (under these test conditions). At low speeds, efficiency is limited to small values
( η << 1 %) because of important current leakage through the film. Models validating these two mechanisms
were developed and are briefly explained bellow.
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3.2. Viscoelastic model:
A viscoelastic model based on the Bergstrom-Boyce formulation was developed and showed excellent
agreement with experimental data [26,28]. For example, Fig. 7, shows a comparison of model predictions and
experimental force/stroke profiles at two different velocities. The ON curve corresponds to actuator opening
with voltage applied and the OFF curve is the return without voltage. The model shows how the force
difference, ∆F , attenuates as velocity increases due to viscous impedance.
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3.3. Current leakage model
A first order model of current leakage that includes a conductive and a diffusive leakage term has been
developed [26,28]. Conductive leakage considers the film as a classical conductor with a fixed bulk
resistivity, ρ . Diffusive leakage considers that the film’s resistivity is locally doped by the migration of
charges into the polymer from the film’s surface [41]. The diffusion current is given by:


 u
1 − erf 
 2 αt
i (t ) = K 
u2


 

V

(11)

where, u is the instant film thickness, t is the time, V the voltage, α the diffusion constant and K a
constant. Model predictions compared to experimental data is shown in Fig. 8. Both the model and
experimental data shows the characteristics of diffusive processes where the quantity of interest varies not
only in space but also in time such as heat diffusion and boundary layers. Hence large current consumption is
not only observed at large extension, but also at low speeds. The molecular nature of the proposed diffusive
leakage requires further studies. Possible impacts of current leakage on film properties and its coupling with
failure modes is unknown.
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4. Implications on design and operation

4.1. Design space
The failure and performance study results are combined to map the design space of DEAs based on VHB
4905/4910 material and pre-stretched optimally to an area expansions of about 11, see Fig. 9. These maps are
given in non-dimensional terms of actuation stretch and stretch rates. Care should be taken in using the
numerical values of these maps because: 1) they are based on limited data, 2) they contain no safety factor,
and 3) they were obtained for diamond actuators and may not correspond perfectly to other designs.
Fig. 9a and b highlight the fundamental reliability/performance trade-off caused by viscoelasticity. Fig.
9a shows that actuator output force decreases under viscoelastic impedance as velocity increase. At stretch
rates above ~5x10-4 s-1, viscoelasticity reduces practical forces and stretches to very small values. Fig. 9b
shows that, at low stretch rates, bellow ~3x10-3 s-1, pull-in failures limits stretch to small values. The trade-off
situation is that high actuator output forces are obtained at low stretch rates, right in the pull-in failure
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domain. Thus, for reliable operation at large extension, DEAs must operate at higher stretch rates at the cost
of lower output forces.
Fig. 9b shows that between the two performance limits of pull-in failures and viscous impedance,
dielectric strength is the dominant performance limiter. In this regime, large output stretches of at least 2.5 are
possible.
Fig. 9c superpose actuator efficiency (taken from Fig. 6) over the possible stretch domain. The figure
shows an arbitrary efficiency limit of 1% indicating how efficiency varies greatly inside the possible stretch
domain. Low stretch rates and high extension conditions have poor efficiencies due to current leakage and are
not suitable for applications where energy conservation is critical.
Fig. 9d shows the location of the performance metric peaks inside the possible stretch domain. For
diamond actuators, peak force and peak power are pretty much stretch independent and are therefore shown as
dotted regions. The best performance numbers are widely separated and cannot be obtained simultaneously.
Design trade-offs are not only essential between actuator performance and reliability, but also between the
performance metrics themselves. This makes the selection of actuator working conditions highly application
dependant.
Fig. 9 identifies two important limitations of DEAs based on VHB 4905/4910: pull-in failure and current
leakage. The consequence of these limitations on actuator design is significant. Actuators cannot be thought
of as elastic films with minor viscous effects and negligible current leakage. These effects are dominant and
must be accounted for in the design of practical actuators.
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4.2. Possible Applications
As shown in Fig. 9, the principal performance limiter of DEA using VHB 4905/4910 are pull-in, current
leakage, and viscous losses. Viscous losses limits force and extension at high speeds. Pull-in and current
leakage prevent maintaining significant loads for long periods of time at high extensions. It should be noted
that actuators operating under no load conditions are much less limited by pull-in provided that their films are
sufficiently pre-stretched [27]. However, this paper focuses on practical actuators that are intended to do work
on external systems and such unloaded cases are not considered. There are known robotics and mechatronics
applications that fit inside the design space of Fig. 9. These are:
A) Low extensions:
Keeping the stretches bellow a safe threshold (here 1.06) can prevent pull-in failure and allow to
maintain loads for any stretch rates. However, maintaining loads over long periods of time would likely cause
low efficiencies due to current leakage. Depending on the application, low efficiencies might be tolerable.
Applications like micro-valve actuation could enter this low extension category.
B) Alternating motion:
Any application where DEAs are cycled at sufficiently high stretch rates appears to be desirable.
Applications like rotary motors [13,16], flapping wings mechanisms [13,16], and cardiac pumps [8,9] enters
this category.
C) Bistable actuation:
Bistable actuation uses actuators intermittently at high stretch rates to switch the state of a bistable device
[10,26]. Actuators are not powered during state holding and are allowed to return to their no-power
configuration. Applications such as powered air vents traps in HVAC systems, automotive door locks, and
binary robotics could use bistable actuators. Binary robotics is a concept of robotics where smooth and
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continuous motion is approximated by using a large number of binary actuators, each having two states,
extended or contract.

4.3. Comparison with Electromagnetic Actuators.
The properties of DEA identified in this paper are used to explain how they differ from the well
established electromagnetic technology. Table 1 shows a performance comparison of a laboratory grade
diamond actuator using 3 active film layers and a commercially available voice coil actuator (BEI Kimco
Magnetic division, part number LA15-26-000A, see: http://www.beikimco.com/). The comparison is done
with the best possible values measured to date. Care should be taken in using these numerical results because
the DEA tested here is not an optimized device whereas electromagnetic actuators have been developed for
more than a century with massive efforts.

Table 1: DEAs vs. electromagnetic [26].
Criteria
Max. strains
Maintain large extensions under load
Max. velocity
Max. specific work output
Max. force-to-weight
Max. power-to-weight
Max. efficiency

DEA

Voice Coils

150%
Poor
~ 5 mm/s
0.003 J/g
13
0.0001 W/g
12%

48%
Good
~ 5000 mm/s
0.006 J/g
13
0.16 W/g
80%

The following comparisons can be made based on Table 1:
•

DEAs show higher strains than voice coils, provided they operate in their optimum working
conditions where dielectric strength is the limiting factor.

•

Voice coils are better to maintain loads at high extensions because they are limited by thermal
dissipation whereas DEA are limited by pull-in instability.
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•

Voice coils can operate up to 1000 times faster because they are not subject to viscous impedance.
Since, both technologies have similar specific work output and force-to-weight ratios, the
significantly higher speeds of voice coils give them much higher power-to-weight ratios (Recall that
Power = Force x velocity).

•

Voice coils are more efficient because DEAs show significant current leakage.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the results of fundamental studies of DEAs based on diamond actuators and VHB
4905/4910 material conducted to understand how to design reliable, high performance actuators. In particular,
four key mechanisms were discussed: pull-in failure, dielectric strength failure, viscoelasticity and current
leakage.
Analytical model predictions compared with experimental data showed how stretch rate affects the
failure modes of these DEAs. In particular, diamond actuators using VHB 4905/4910 and operating under
load appear impractical for low speeds or continuous usage due to pull-in failure limitations. To be reliable,
DEAs must operated at high stretch rates where they are most likely limited by the film’s dielectric strength.
An experimental performance characterization show how viscoelasticity and current leakage affect
performance. Viscous impedance reduces actuation forces (and extension) as speed increases. Large current
leakage occurring at high extension and low speeds negatively affect efficiency.
A preliminary map of the design space of DEAs was proposed based the fundamental properties
identified in this paper. The map is for diamond actuators using VHB 4905/4910 and should represent the
general trends of DEAs. Based on this design space, possible applications of DEAs have been proposed and
major differences with well-known electromagnetic actuators were explained.
As new film materials are developed, DEA performance will surely improved. However, the four
mechanisms discussed in this paper will remain important consideration in the design of DEAs.
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